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SUMMARY OF THE COMMUNICATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The national administrations and the Community administration wll I have
to set up trans-European electronic data transmission systems and make
the consequent changes If they wish to respond to the Counci 1's
commitment to create a large unified market and abolIsh frontier
controls as required by the Single European Act. For the frontier-free
area to function properly. there must be closer cooperation than In the
past and much more systematic exchange of Information. with the
tlmespans Involved so short, that only the Intensive use of electronic
transmission systems can provide the answer.
This requires Internal Information exchange systems to be available
that are compatible and Interoperable with those of the other
Member States. The Member States and the CommunIty wi 11 jo 1nt 1y seek
to find efficient and economically acceptable solutions.
As a first step, the Commission has taken stock of the current
situation and existing systems. It takes the view that top priority
should be assigned in the areas concerned to any project that acts as a
flanking measure for the abolition of controls at the Community's
Internal frontiers. This communication therefore identifies the
priority projects and will be followed up by an operational plan for
the effective establishment of the systems concerned.
To satisfy these needs, a concerted and progressive approach Is
essential. This requires political commitment at all levels and
mobi llzatlon of the administrations so that the necessary interoperable
systems can be put In place swiftly, the Indispensable climate of
mutua I confidence created and an equ Iva Ient standard of protection
afforded for data exchanged throughout the CommunIty. Measures will
also have to be taken to remedy the considerable disparities existing
at all levels: software, network architecture, protocols, standards,
communication systems and the administrations' computer hardware. Such
measures necessitate manpower and budgetary resources, at both national
and Community level, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity.
However, the Installation of these networks must be carried out with
due respect to individual rights and liberties and therefore presumes
strict and coherent provisions relating to data protection.
The establishment of a rei lable and efficient Community system hinges
on the ab II Ity of the Member States and the Community joint Iy to
overcome the above-mentioned problem.
The Commission is consequently proposing the following action:
moblllllng the national ·and Community administrations in a
coordinated fashion, encouraging them to exchange data by organising
the ad-hoc consultation machinery, In particular by setting up a
group of senior national officials responsible for the Introduction
of electronic transmission systems In their administrations;
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usln{ll the different budgetary resources available under the
different Community programmes to launch appropriate studies and
projects In priority areas; exploiting work undertaken under the
framework research programme (ENS) and redirecting, broadening and
intensifying the INSIS and CADDIA programmes.
Since the approval
by the Commission of Its draft budget estimates for 1992, the
challenges, for the functioning of the Internal Market, of the early
setting In place of telematlc networks have been reevaluated. Also
the amounts of credits proposed for 1992 appeared quite modest. The
budgetary authority should take this Into account in the current
budgetary exercise. An analogous situation seems to exist In the
Member States.
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INTRODUCTION
The Community has set Itself the objective of establishing on the
territory of the twelve Member States, by. 1 January 1993, an area
without Internal frontiers In which persons. goods, services and
capital can move freely.
That clear objective Is being pursued by Implementing the leglslat.ive
programme proposed by the Commission In Its White Paper of June 1985 on
completing the Internal market and endorsed by the Member States with
the entry Into force of the Single European Act on 1 July 1987.
With 18 months to go to the established deadline, the legislative
programme, which ental Is the adoption of 282 Community measures, Is 75%
fIn Ished and should be fully completed by the end of 1991. Over
150 measures are already in force, so that ~ember States are now having
to cope with the practical
Implementation of internal market
legislation (see the Commission's sixth report concerning the
Implementation of the White Paper on completing the internal market,
COM(91) 237 final of 19 June 1991).
In the internal market logic, the national administrations share
responslbi I lty for the joint management of the area without frontiers.
The exercise of that responsibility wl I 1 rest on more freQuent contacts
between them In order to ensure the correct application of Community
measures. It wi I I also entail substantially strengthening links
between them and the Community Institutions.
Such JoInt management w 1 I I be per formed both through more freQuent
exchanges of staff and via the regular exchange of information in the
different fields concerned.
The estab I Ishment of trans-European data transmission systems Is an
absolute necessity If these exchanges of information are to take place
QUickly enough and are to meet standards of efficiency which the proper
functioning of the Internal market reQuires of all operators, be they
public or
private. These systems,
which form part of
the
trans-European networks that have to be established In order to give
concrete expression to the principle of free movement, of information
In particular, are essential If the internal market Is to function
properly In a number of areas. They have already been mentioned In the
Commission's communication sntlt!ed '"TraHns-European nstoor~s: For a
Community action programme" (COM(90) 585 of 10 December 1990).
In Its communication on the European electronics and Information
technology Industry (SEC(91) 565 final of 3 April 1991), the Commission
stressed the value of stimulating demand for pan-European services
provided by administrations of the Community In giving the industry new
alms.
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In the wake of those two documents, this communication Is aimed at
describing more precisely the needs for exchange of Information between
administrations which have been Identified by the Commission on the
basis of Community measures that have already been taken or are due to
be adopted In the near future. It goes on to discuss the means
available for meeting those needs and, since those means are
Inadequate, sets out guidelines for ensuring that the necessary systems
are put In place, with an adequate level of data protection,
particularly In the field of customs and Indirect taxation.
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THE N:O:W' tiEGl!SlAT!VE IFRAMEWORl' CREATED TO ESTABliSH
T~C

Attic I""' [:\a of

AREA WITHOUT iNTERNAL

t~~~!il Tr~aty

FRO~~IERS

prov! des that

comprise an area VJithout internal frontiers
of goods, persons, services and capital is
ensured In acccrdanca with the provisions of this Treaty".
"The lntorna; rn&r'!{at shall
in which th$ free movement

In order to put Into effect each of the freedoms laid down In the
Treaty, the CommunIty measures adopted or In the course of adopt ion
require significant exchanges of Information between Individuals,
economlc operators and the relevant administrations. Because of tile
abolition of Internal frontiers, data obtained in one Member State
acquire importance for the administrations of the other Member States
and possibly a!so the Commission, where It Is called upon to manage
certain po! icies. It Is therefore normal to envisage exchanges of
information which, according to the case in point, can become regular
and systematic. The importance of these exchanges and the sw! ftness
r$QU!red mean the sett!ng-up of computerized systems.
A succinct
analysis of the principal objectives pursued by the
Community measures concerned reveals the significance of the exchanges
of information which are required.

1.

(a)

Free movement off goods

COntrol measures for goods at the Communlty•s external frontiers

Goods circulating in the Community come either from non-member
countries or from within the Community: from~ legal point of view the
regime governing their movement is in principle Identical. However,
the entry Into one Member Sta·te of a product coming from a non-member
country presupposes control of the product by the authorities of that
Member State, which have therefore, vis-a-vis the other Member States,
a particular responsibility in putting the product In free circulation
within the entire Community. These control measures are the concern in
the first place of the national authorities with responsibility for
controls at the external frontiers: pol ice, customs (drugs, prohibited
goods), statistics, etc.
(i)

Customs

The conditions of access to the Community customs territory must be the
same everywhere. The implementation of the Community customs code,
cur rent Iy under discussion at the Counc I I , shou Id ensure Ident i ca I
rules. The efficiency of customs controls will depend largely on the
a common management of import quotas and the capacity to apply
correctly the Community customs legislation and to use, with a view to
detecting frauds, the Information already available on suspect
marchand! se, I rregu 1ar means of transport and traudu Ient traffic, and
to ensure circulation of Information as efficiently and as quickly as
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poss 1b Ia. Furthermore, the Information prov I dad at the externa I
frontiers must be able to be used subsequently, where necessary, by
other administrations for the purposes of health, tax or other
controls.
As regards the appl !cation of the Community customs legislation,
several systems have been Identified to allow the administrations of
the Member States to have at their disposal the Information required so
that they may respond fully to the obligations which the Internal
Market imposes on them.
(I i)

Po I ice

Alongside the search for persons, pol ice Information needs are also
very significant with regard to a number of Items accompanying persons
crossing the frontier (drugs, stolen vehicles, firearms, Identity
papers- stolen, misappropriated or lost- and also banknotes and works
of art). The systems to be developed for the pollee should , where
appropriate, envisage a link with the corresponding customs systems.
(II I)

External trade statistics

The need for diffusion of statistical information on external trade
among the economic actors and the competent adminlstrat ions wi II be
reinforced by the setting In place of the Internal Market. The
collection of trade statistics at the external frontiers (Import and
export) and their compl latlon by the Community's Statistical Office, in
close and computerized cooperation with the national statistical
Institutes, will assume aven greater importance than In the past for
the management of the different common Instruments. In particular
commercial policy. The effectiveness of the collection, processing and
dissemination of the information wl I I depend upon computerized systems
of Information exchange.
(iv) Control of Community exports of strategic goods and sensitive
technology {COCOM)
It is now recognized that these exports should be subject to a common
approach by the Member States, In order to avoid difficulties with free
circulation Inside the Community. The exchanges of information between
the authorities responsible for these controls wl I I be extremely
Important for the effectiveness of the system to be put in place.
(v)

Veterinary and plant health controls

The procedures for veterinary controls at the Community's external
frontiers need to be harmonized: animals, livestock products and other
foodstuffs originating In non-member countries will have to be subJect
to the same requirements and the same controls wherever they enter the
Community. In order to apply controls satisfactorily, the national
officials responsible will need to have full details of the applicable
rules and a system for exchanging Information on batches of goods
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rGJ::ctsd

'.t(3t.sr l nary checks at other Inspect ion posts. Counc I I
Dec!:<.:d::m .68/192/ZEC assigns the Commission the task. of drawing up a
progran~w
for ~&ve!oplng computerized veterinary and plant health
centro! systems.

( i)

~f·~or

VAT

Following the d0cisions of the Ecofin Council in December 1990, proper
functioning of tha transitional VAT system, which will be In place from
1 January 1993,
will need computerized systems for storing and

exchanging data to be operational in alI the Member States. This
requ! r~s
the
creation of databases In oach of the nat iona I
administrations and the establishment of networks In order to ensure
the nacess«ry ex~:;hanges of data between Member Stateg themse 1ves and
between the latter and the Commission. The system should also serve as
the b!sls for the definitive system to ba put Into effect at the end of
the transitional period. It should also be noted that a considerable
amount of Information wl! I have to be stored and exchanged and,
fu.rthermore, k.apt for some years In order to ensure the effectiveness
of the controls.
(i i)

Mutual Assistance

r t w! I I be necessary to provide for a computer I sed system whIch wi I I
enable Member States to give mutual assistanc~ for the purpose of the
prevent ion and suppress ion of fraud In the realm of VAT as we II as
excise duties. The system to be be provided will be able to be based
on the e~perience that the Commisslon acquired with the development and
utilisation of the SCENT system In customs and wll I be known as SCENT
f isca I.

(c)
?"

I

' !'

Control measures on the COmmunity market

The abolition of controls at the Community's Internal frontiers does
not spat I the end of controls justified on grounds of the protection of
health, safety, consumers or the environment. Community rules applying
to goods envIsage moreover a who Ie ser Ias of measures which can be
taken by the national authorities in the event of non-compl lance with
these rules or in the case of anomalies affecting the products
concerned. These rules generally provide that the country taking the
measure informs the Commission and the other Member States, or that it
informs the Commission, which then passes on the Information.
(I}

Technical checks on products

There are a number of aspects to the placing of products on the
Community market:
product certification, which Is central lzed for pharmaceutical
products and entrusted for other products to national bodies;

- 11 the market Inspect ion systems. whose purpose Is to verify that the
products In circulation are in conformity with the regulations in
force;
the early warning systems and management of the safeguard clauses of
technical harmonization directives, whereby Member States must
Inform the other Member States of grave and imminent dangers which
threaten the European user;
the notification of national draft technical regulations to th'e
Commission and the other Member States with a view to preventing any
barriers to the free movement of goods.
(ii)

Veterinary and plant health controls

The measures required for the abolition of physical controls at
frontIers have a 1ready been taken and w I I I enter Into force
progressively between 1991 and 1992. They involve the automatic
recognition of controls carried out in the country of origin or the
country of Importation. In the veterinary field, It Is necessary to
set up a computerized system for information exchanges between the
veterinary services of the Community so that the service issuing the
certificate of origin can Inform the veterinary service of the country
of destination of the export of live animals covered by the
certificate.
In the plant health field, the fact of being able to follow in real
time, thanks to computer toots, the path on the community territory of
certain vegetables or vegetable products posing a high health risk,
from the place of Its production or Importation to Its place of
destInation, will a I low ansur lng the IdentIty of produce and a Iso
safeguard the obJectives of health protection.
(II I) Environmental protection measures
The aim hera should be both to I intc up the centres responsible for
measuring the level of pollutant emissions and to ensure the exchanges
of Information necessary for the prevention of risks or In the event of
ecological accidents. In particular, the transport of dangerous goods
demands Increased cooperation between the administrations concerned.
(tv)

Statistics on intra-Community trade

Following the disappearance of the collection of statistics at internal
frontiers. Introduction of the system of statistical data for
Intra-Community trade, following from the INTRASTAl regulation, calls
for regular exchanges of lnformat ton between economic operators, the
national authorities responsible for compiling statistics and IEUROSTAT.

\
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2.

Fr®e

{a}

~v~nt

of persons

Pollc0 ~~d security controls carrl0d out et
external frontiers

the COmmunity•s

Even though discussions
In this area are taking place at
Intergovernmental level, the reQuirements for exchanges of lnformstlon
between the supervisory authorities are of considerable Importance.
(I)

Schengen

·The best evidence Is the setting-up of the Schengen lnforrnatlon·System
(SIS) from 1992 between the eight signatories to the Schengen
agreements. Involving the creation of a new file of data based on the
existing data files of the contracting state$.
(i i)

Immigration services

Article 13 of the Convention on the crossing of external borders
provides for the estab I i shment of a computer Ized II st of persons who
are not permitted to enter the EC.
(iIi)

TREVI (pol ice)

The possibility of creating a European Information System (SIE) Is is
under examination to allow the competent authorities (police), whether
at the externa I front lers or on the terrI tory of each Member State,
immediate access to certain information of a similar nature to that
gathered and exploited at national level, and permanently updated, the
system being run fully In accordance with the rules concerning
protection of Individual rights and liberties.
The system rei ies on the exchange of information on the identities of
persons and on drugs traffic. With respect to the fight against drugs,
and alongside the Mutual Assistance Group in the customs field, work is
in progress to create a European Drug Intel I rgence Unit (EDIU) which
prefigures the project for
the creation of a "Europol" by
31 December 1993 at the latest, following the agreement of the European
Councl I in June 1991.
(vi) Customs
The setting In place of a customs Information system (CIS) Is envisaged
with a view to allowing the customs services situated at the entry
points to the Community, as well as those stationed In the Community
interior, access to Information on suspect persons In the frame of the
prevention and suppression of frauds, Including I I licit traffic in
narcotics. This system should have a link, where appropriate, with the
pol Ice's European Information System (EIS).
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(b)

Free movement of workers within the COmmUnity

The foreseeable Increase In mobility within the Community justifies the
settIng-up of new InformatIon exchange systems In a who Ia serIes of
areas relating to social affairs, to facll ltate both the administrative
management of mob Ill ty and mob Ill ty I tse If. Unlike the lnformat Ion
needs I Inked to the crossing of the external borders, these needs are
not Inseparably linked to the exercise of free movement.
(I)

Social security

Community regulations applying to migrant workers require permanent
exchanges of Information between the social authorities of the
Member States. This concerns old age pensions as wei 1 as health care,
unemployment benefit or family allowances. The proper operation of
these exchanges Is also essential to guarantee the right of residence
for every Community national, irrespective of his status.
(I i)

Employment market

Information on employment offers and aval labi I ltles (with equivalence
of vocat lona I qua I If I cat ions> by means of computer I zed data exchange
thanks to the SEDOC system between the public services responsible for
employment Is I lkely to contribute to the free movement of workers and
to a reduction in unemployment.
(I II)

Training

The successful functioning of the Internal Market wi I I depend above all
on the qualifications, the flexibility and the performance of European
labour, both today and tommorrow. The flows of Information required
for this purpose are are estlmed to be considerable.
The administrations of the Member States must be able to consult one
another on the changing needs In qualifications and training policies.
Those seeking work, as well as the employers, decision makers and
educators themselves must be able be Informed about vocational
!cations. Special lsed data bases should
reinforce educational
productivity and I ink more closely the offer of training with real
needs and qualifications.
Following on from these requirements, the need to establish a Telematic
Information Network on Education and Training Policies In Europe Is
clear. Moreover, It is In this spirit that that the Education Counci I
of 6 December 1990 sought the re-Inforcement and development of the
EURYDOCE network, as the principal information tool on the structures,
the systems and the national and Community developments in the field of
education.
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3.

Free movement of services

Public authorities play a less visible role In this area and the needs
for exchanges of Information are decided among the actors themselves
without the Intervention of the authorities.
Public procurement

(I}

The Implementation of the Directives on the award of public supply and
public works contracts In the Community requires significant exchanges
of information between the awarding authorities.
(I I}

Transport

The need for optimum use of all transport capacity existing In the
Community makes It lndlspenslble to set up systems for the
Community-wide exchange of Information between haul iers and loaders and
between haul iers and the customs service.
The effectiveness of transport
Infrastructures hinges on the
establ lshment of such systems on a Community scale, the first priority
being air transport.
(iiI)

Financial services

Exchanges of
Information between the supervisory authorities,
particularly for the banking and Insurance sectors, but also In the
stocks and securities sector, are already practised, and in the case
of the two former for quite some time. These exchanges wi II intensify
with the start up of the single authorization system for the Community
and control by the country of origin set out in the Community
directives.
4.

Free movement of capital

Monetary integration can only mean an acceleration in the exchange of
information between the central banks of the Community. The need for
trans-European payment systems is the subject of a recent Green Paper
from the Commission which Is currently being discussed with alI
interested parties.
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THE UA IN CHANGES IN THE TASKS OF THE
ADMINISTRATIONS CONCERNED

Three types of situation can be distinguished which call into question
the current methods of cooperation between administrations:
1.

The

held by the administration of one Member State Is
to the ad!rllnletr~tlons of the other Member States for the
of their tasks.

!~formation

assent hill
fuifDD~nt

The abolition of physical, tax or other controls at the Internal
frontiers and the appl icatlon of the principle of mutual recognition of
a number of rules presupposes the possibility for every Member State of
regularly, or even systematically, obtaining information from the other
Member States In order to verify the legality of a given situation on
its own territory. This information can be held by the administration
of the Member State, which transmits it to the administration of
another Member State on request, or can be transmitted to a centralized
system suppl led and utilized by all Member States.
This mutual dependence is particularly clear in the field of customs
and indirect taxation. veterinary and plant health controls and certain
controls on exports of strategic goods and sensitive technology. It is
also the case for the effectiveness of measures ta~an with regard to
persons entering or moving ~ithln the Community (immigration, asylum,
pollee and security).
In these areas, smooth and proper cooperation can only be ensured If
each national administration Itself has a national Information system
which allows it to meet the requirements for Community-wide exchanges
of information.
~-

lhra>

~IT'OP®IT'

li"il61GJc!J

for

V~nctloli"illng

st::~D Hsli" c IIT'culait non ov
of Communlity policies.

!1'1format Don

to

taJnsur®

Ule

Free movement of goods and services on Community territory requires
that the measures taken by one Member State which affect or are liable
to affect freedom of movement should be rapidly brought to the
attention of the other Member States.
This applies to Inspection departments In food, pharmaceuticals or
other sectors and to the circulation of draft regulations among alI the
Member States.
The effectiveness of the collection and diffusion of statistics by the
national statistical offices and the rapidity of the consol ldatlon of
the data gathered at Community level, essential for malclng economic
decisions, equally depend upon considerable computer capacity.
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3. The growth In permanent computerized links between economic
operators and national administrations calls for greater efficiency In
handling Information. Including Information originating In other
Member States.
The completion of the Internal market is already resulting In growing
Internationalization of Community enterprises, as· witnessed by the
numerous cooperation or participation agreements and mergers between
enterprises. The national administrations and these enterprises will
Increasingly have to cope with problems that have a Community
dimension, where the solution resides In the availability of
Information coming from other Member States.
The new transparency In public supply and pub I ic works contracts,
Information on technical regulations and standards, and the application
of social leglslat ion wi II presuppose an Improved knowledge of the
rules In force In the other Member States and exchanges of Information
in many areas.
The effIcIency of enterprIses In the Community will a Iso depend upon
the efficiency of their home administrations.
Whl le, on the one hand, the Commission has Institutional responsibility
for the management of Community rules and, therefore, the specification
of interfaces and the organization of a data network I Inking the
Commission and the administrations and between the administrations
themselves, In order to ensure that the national administrations have
access to the Information necessary for the management of directives,
on the other hand, In other areas, such as the free movement of
persons, the role of the Commission does not have the same
Institutional dimension In view of the Intergovernmental approach which
has developed. Nevertheless, in this area too the Commission has a
special position at the crossroads of the twelve administrations, In
guaranteeing the circulation of
information in conditions of
confidentiality and independence. The approach followed In this
communication Is to set aside the issues of competence In favour of
efficiency in the exchange of information and organization of data
transmission networks I inking administrations.
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.1 I I •

1.

se~tlng

CURRENT SITUATION AND OUTLOOK

up networks at national level

All the Member States have realized, to varying degrees, the Importance
of modernizing their administrative machinery and the need to adapt It
to the new Community environment.
The t Ima has come Ito sslta!) I Ish &J group of sen Borr ll'Dilt Iona ~ offIcI a Is
rss~ll'Dsl~is
Vor ths ln~roductlon of electronic data transmission
n~t~rrks In the national administrations.
ThIs group would be given the task of assistIng the CommIssion In
defining and launching any initiative leading to the setting-up of
systems for eichanglng information between the administrations. It
wll I hava notably the following objectives:
a permanently updated information on the nat lona I structures and
Infrastructures;
participation In the elaboration of comprehensive schemes for
European Information systems;
dialogue with European groups on the same level, acting in the
domains of standardisation, and security, and grouping together the
principal European Industrialists In the sector;
follow up of the progress of actions decided by the Community
Institutions , In order to explain the needs of the administrations;
reflection on
the creation of structures common to
the
administrations in a particular domain to offer the services which
they require.
The creation of this group necessarily Involves the Identification,
within each Member State, of the bodies responsible for the
computerization of the administration and the framing of a global
strategy for modernization Involving, beyond the ministries themselves,
the users of the administration and the suppl lers of computer
equipment, telecommunications and services.
2.

Promotion of data networks at Community level

Efforts at Community level have so far been I imlted to feasibll ity
studies and pilot projects In restricted domains and on the basis of
programmes establ lshed In the framework of the research pol Icy.
Forthcoming completion of the Internal market cal Is for a much broader
view In order to guarantee Interoperable and efficient networks
covering the entlrlty of the national administrations.
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<a>

R&D work under the framework programme on electronic
transmission systems In areas of general Interest (ENS)

data

A cal I for proposals was published In mid-June In the Official Journal
for the specific programme on EDT systems In areas of general Interest.
This covers In particular the exchange of Information between
admlnlstrat Ions (ENS), which has been allocated ECU 41.3 million for
five years. The programme was definitively adopted by the Council on
7 June 1991. The select ion of projects will
tak.e place from
16 September onwards, the date of closure of the call for proposals,
with the objective of signing the contracts and committing adequate
f Inanc Ia I resources before the end of thIs year. The programme wIll
serve to finance pi lot projects for advanced telecommunications
services between administrations.
(b)

Existing COmmunity projects: CADDIA and INSIS

The CADDIA and INSIS programmes are, for some years, supporting the
development of computerization In relations between the national
administrations and the Community institutions.
<I) The CADDIA programme concerns the coordlnat Jon of act ion of the
Member States and the Commission in three fields:
CUstoms: use of electronic data transmission In the Community's
lnformat ion systems I.e. Single Administrat lve Document, checks on
fraud, quotas, Community customs legislation, import and export
con t r o Is , etc . ;
Agriculture: use of EDT
agricultural data;

in the collection and dissemination of

Statistics: collection and dissemination of statistical data
(Community trade, commercial and agricultural statistics, etc.)
This programme has been designed to support the Customs Union, the
common agricultural policy and the collection and use of statistics.
It Is implemented by four departments in the Commission. Among others,
in the framework of CADDIA. the lnformat ion system SCIENT has been
developed for use In the fight against fraud. SCENT Is a centralized
system based at the Commission which offers both electronic message
transmission and access to databases. Albeit operational, it is still
experimental. The second version Is In the specification and
development phase. The system's Infrastructure is Intended to support
the development of the CIS (Customs Information System) in the context
of work by the Mutual Assistance Group;

"-~
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(I I) The objective of the INSIS programme Is to Improve communication
between the Member States and the Community Institutions by using new
techniques In computers and telecommunlcat Ions. The Commission, the
Council, Parliament, the Economic and social Committee and the Court of
Justice are Involved as well as certain administrations of the
Member States, notably the permanent representatives' offices. Its
priorities are:
thQ el®ctronlc ~ranmlsslon of texts such as pari lamentary questions,
COM documents, standards and technical regulations;
setting up systems to facilitate access to Information of COmmUnity
Interest;
setting up vldeo-conferenclng systems In order to reduce the time
and money spent In travel I ing.
(Ill) Both the CADDIA and DNSIS programmes have been the subject of
strategic studies in the course of the year which have demonstrated the
need to establish telemat ic systems to support a genuine European
administrative area.
CADDIA has so far been limited to three fields; It should now be
extended to other domains by undertaking preliminary studies,
feaslbl llty studies, pilot projects and providing assistance with the
launching of operational systems for Information exchange between
administrations.
As regards INSIS, proposals have been formulated for spl lttlng up the
existing programme into two distinct activities that fit In better with
a strategy aimed at the Integration of data exchanges between
administrations in the single market context. This involves clearly
separating application work from Infrastructure development.
A conmunlcatlon on the CADDIA and INSIS progrannes and on a new
or lentat ion for them, as well as a proposal for a COUncil decision
wl I I shortly be presented by the Commission.
(c)

Financing of national action through the Structural Funds

On the financial front, the Community Is helping certain Member States
to set up efficient Information systems, by facilitating exchanges of
experience and promoting the Introduction of new technologies through
Its programmes. The use of the Structural Funds Is a prime Instrument
for those regions eligible (chiefly in Spain, Greece, Ireland, Portugal
and Italy) as the three programmes mentioned below bear witness.

...
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The STAR programme, lasting five years, will come to an end in
October 1991. Its total budget was ECU 1.5 bl I I ion, to which the
C~mmunlty contributed ECU 780 million.
ECU 1.2 billion has so far been
Gsslgned
to
some
300
projects,
80%
for
telecommunications
infrastructures and 20% for services in the most disadvantaged regions
of the Community. STAR has stimulated Investments by telecommunications
operators for the dlgitlzatlon of their telephone networks and their
evolution towards ISDN, for putting In place fibre optic or satellite
links at the level of regional or International arteries, for cellular
mobile radlocommunlcatlons and the transmission of data (videotext,
X400 standard for message transmission. etc.). with a real Impact on
the administrations In those regions.

(II) The
Community's
TELEMATIQUE
programme
was
launched
on
25 January 1991. Its Community budget amounts to ECU 200 ml I I ion for a
period of two years. The aim is to stimulate demand in the field of
data transmission following the action undertaken under STAR for
infrastructures. In particular. appl icatlons using electronic mal I and
videotext wl I I be encouraged. Special attention wi I I be given to
business services.
TELEMATIQUE should also have a beneficial effect
on the communications between administrations.
(I I I) EUROFORM is a Community Initiative launched on 18 December 1990
which concerns new qual lficatlons, new ski I Is and new job opportunities
brought about by completion of the Internal market and technological
change. It has a budget of ECU 300 million for three years. The
flanking measures concerning equipment or investment are I lkewlse
limited to ObJective 1 regions.
<I v) INTERREG has a budget of ECU 800 miII ion for three years. Its
aim Is to support the development of frontier regions, which are often
fairly Isolated with respect to national economies. by facilitating the
creation of transfront ler cooperation networks In the context of the
Internal market of 1993. It Is Intended In particular to Improve
cross-border lnformat ion transfers for local admlnlstrat Ions, pr lvate
organizations and any other Interested Institution that comes toward.
(d)

Need for urgent action at Community level

The Insufficiency of the action taken to date In comparison with the
objective pursued and the large number of projects that must be
completed If the internal market Is to function properly call for
urgent action by all parties concerned.
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OV.
i.

An

lnl~nau

list of

IDENTIFiCATION OF REQUIREMENTS
~roJacas

essential to the Internal

~ar~et

This 1 lsi has been drawn up on the basts of Information In
Commission's possession and Information obtained In the course
preparatory work for the Implementation of the specific programme
electronic data transmission systems in areas of general Interest,
particular I Inking administrations together.
(a)

the
of
on
in

ProJects Identified by the Commission departments

Ths Ulsa of ~DT proJects has been established In collaboration with the
different Commission departments on the basis of community Instruments
adopted or In the course of adoption. It concerns twelve broa~ areas:
indirect taxation,
customs.
veterinary and plant health controls,
frontier controls,
statistics,
soc Ia I a ff a I r s ,
transport,
education and training,
internal market and Industrial affairs,
compl lance with competition rules within the Community,
energy,
consumer protection.
It pinpoints some 85 activities in which Information Is exchanged
between administrations of the Member States and/or with the Community
i nst I tut Ions.
Over

activities relate to databases or distributed
while the remaining 30% relate to Information
exchange techniques of the electronic mall or videotex type, as wall as
standardization aspects essential to these exchanges of Information
taking Into account the specificity of the different areas concerned.
1~

of

lnfor~atnon

(~)

these

svst~s

IP'rrcJ~c:h

~v it.ilbiQl speeDii'!c g)rroera~ for
svst@ffis In ar0as of ~enerai lntaresit.

~oY<a>rre(jj

it.ran~lssnon

®D~e~ronn~

dah.

(~NS)

As pari of the preparatory work for the Implementation of the specific
programme on EDT systems In areas of general Interest, and more
particularly for ~he part concerning networks between administrations
(ENS), ~rachnlcal panels have established a list of $~ ~50
a~~~lcat!~$: some of them match up perfectly with th0 list drawn up by
the Commission Itself. The document thus prepared, containing the
recommendai Ions of these eltperts, serves as a basis for the call for
proposals published on 15 June In the Official Journal of the European
Communities C157/10.
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2.

Priority projects linked to the abolition of frontiers

The Commission realizes that given the magnitude of the task, It wi II
not be possible to set up all the systems Identified as necessary or
desirable before the deadline of 31 December 1992. Neither budgetary
constraints nor manpower allow for this.
Tho Commission consequently takes the view that the priorities should
be II nked to the objectIve of abo II sh Ing contro Is at the CommunIty· s
Internal frontiers by 1 January 1993.
In other words, in certain sectors, the loss of essential information
collected at the Internal frontier must be compensated for by
systematic exchanges of Information, otherwise Member States will
suffer intolerable political and economic consequences. This concerns
particularly Immigration and tax revenues.
It Is therefore legitimate to attach absolute priority to the
establ lshment of Information exhange systems I inking the national
administrations responsible for customs, indirect taxation (VAT and
excise) crossing of the external frontiers by persons, veterinary and
plant health controls and statistics.
The priority needs linked to the abolition of controls at frontiers
have been Identified and cover the following five areas:
Indirect taxation and excise duties,
customs.
frontier controls,
veterinary and plant health controls,
statistics.
In the case of Indirect taxation in particular, one of the proJects
Involves puttIng In pI ace by 1 January 1993 a system of lnformat Ion
exchange between the databases In the d t fferent Member States
concerning Intra-community commercial exchanges and the identification
of those liable. A second action will will deal with specific cases
reQuiring mutual assistance between Member States for the purpose of
prevention and suppression of fraud (SCENT fiscal). SCENT fiscal could
also cover mutatis mutandis mutual assistance with respect to excise
duties.
In the customs field, the priority actions relate to the setting up of
a European database on the customs tariffs and merchandise subject to
part lcular regimes. Another system will allow the transIt of bonded
goods within the Community once Internal frontiers have been abolished.
Other projects of the TARIC, SCENT and tariff quotas wl I I be extended
(extension of the fight against fraud to all types of product for
SCENT, for example), and their interfaces and
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user-fr Iandi Iness will
be
improved (possibll it las for on-line
consultation. more rapid updating). In particular, the CIS (CUstoms
Bnfor~~tlon System) will be built on the SCENT Infrastructure.
It will
a Iso be necessary to prov 1de for the setting-up of a computer Ized
system for the control of Community exports of strategic products and
works of art. Common systems will also be necessary for the
computerlsatlon of control of cl~sslfic&tlon and c~stcms ~~Bumtlons as
we II as to ensure the parameters of verIfIcatIon at the moment of
Importation or export.
As regards the fight against fraud for
specific products(fn particular. drugs. strategic goods and works of
art), a system of mutu&U asslstanc~ will also be developed.
As regards frontier controDs on persons, the activities envisaged are
principally In support of the mctlvltlas of th.s Dlimiillgrt;~tlon grooli), the
Sctru&ngan group. TIRIEVI and MAG with the setting In place of European
information systems on the Identification of persons with respect for
Individual rights, for the purpose of Immigration control.
With regard to veterinary and plant health controls. support is needed
for three projects that are essential to completion of the single
market:
SHIFT. for veterinary controls on animals and animal products
Imported from outside the Community, to verify the quality of the
meat and check for the presence of any dangerous or con tag lous
disease;

ANIMO. to allow the free movement of live animals and certain animal
products within the Community In respect of hygiene standards and
public and animal health;
PIHYSANo which plays more or less the same role as the preceding
proJects for produce subject to plant health controls.

In the statistical field. priority should be given chiefly to
supporting a system for the exchange of dat~ on lntra-communltv trade
{INT~ASTAT) which wil I be of great value to the proJects on Indirect
taxation and customs for the free movement of goods.
The recognition of the needs already Identified does not prejudge
evaluations and studies on the needs which might exist In the future in
other domains.

V.

A CONCERTED AND PROGRESSIVE APPROACH

The scale of the task calls for a concerted and progressive approach.
i.

Political commitment at all levels

In Its communications on trans-European networks, on completing the
Internal market and on the electronics industry, as well as In the
course of discussions on the specific R&D programme on EDT systems In
areas of general Interest, the Commission drew the attention of the
Member States to the Importance of the new management tasks Incumbent
on the Member States and the Commission as a result of completion of
the Internal market.
The Member States and the Community Institutions have collective
responsibility for creating a climate of mutual confidence between the
Member States, without which the internal market could not function
satisfactorily.
It Is essential that each Member State mobilize Its policymakers and
its administrations, with a view to rapidly putting the necessary
systems In place. The avai labi I ity of the necessary financial and
human resources for the establ lshment of these systems depends on the
clear political commitment which needs to be given In this respect.
ThIs commItment cannot be entered 1nto vIs-A-vIs the citIzens of the
Community unless a para I tel commitment Is given to afford every person
residing In the Community protection, with respect to the handling of
personal data. It is therefore essential to establish an equivalent
level of protection throughout the Community.
With this end in view, the Commission submitted to the Council In
September 1990 a set of proposals designed to ensure a high level of
protection
of
Individual
privacy
(COM(90) 314
final
of
13 September 1990). Furthermore, the European Council has instructed
the ad-hoc group on immigration to begin preparing a Convention on
individual protection with respect to the computerized handling of
personal data. Work on this Convention should be completed by
30 June 1992 at the latest; the Convention Is essential to the
protection of individuals against any misuse by the administrations of
Information concerning them.
2. Allocat lon of the necessary manpower and budgetary resources for
setting up the systems
In view of the fundamental changes that are due to take place In the
civl I services as a result of completion of the Internal market,
national administrations will have to make a major adjustment effort.

That effort should cover not only standards, software and aquipment,
but also organization and training.
The strategic studies on CADDiA and INSIS have shown that the situation
Is \fSrlf dl Us rent from one ~ember State to Qnother as ragards the
administrative system, the degree of computerization In administration
and the manpower avai !able for the operation of Information systems.
It is to be hoped that this very uneven situation will as quickly as
poss Ib Ia g Iva way to a more unIform set-up In whIch each
administration, without necessarily having the same equipment, the same
software and the same means of communication, should nevertheless be In
a position to exchange Information In a satisfactory manner with Its
opposlta
numbers
In
the
other
Member States, the
Community
Institutions as well as with the economic operators with whom It has
occasion to be In contact.
This levelling-up will require action on a case-by-case toasfis with
national ~esources possibly supplemented by Community ~esources in
order to cover these requirements.
It wi II be necessary subsequently to set up systems to facilitate the
establishment of transnational communications and overcome the
lncompatlbl I ltles which wi 11 be encountered In most cases between
different systems. Specific software will have to be developed,
complying with International standards and the requirements for open
network architecture, to allow different appl !cations to talk to each
other.
This will entail a heavier workload and Increased costs. Cooperation
at community level has a key role to play In financing solutions that
are economically viable and acceptable to the different parties
concerned.

(a)

~esponslbiDDty

of

th~

Member States for

settln~

u~

~atlon~i

systems
Member States mostly have Information systems that operate on their own
territory. The level of development of these systems obviously varies
widely and can constitute a handicap for the operation of information
exchange systems Community-wide.
It Is up to the Member States however and their central or
decentrallxed administrations to develop their Information systems at
nat Ion a I Ieva I .
Clearly, efficient national organization Is a prerequisite
satisfactory operation of Community information exchange systems.

for

.. 2(.-

(~)

COmmon management of solutions to common problems

The problems that Member States have In common as regards Information
axchange systems can be described as follows:
(i)
The definition of the needs of the user administrations should be
carr led out at Community level to secure the full and wholehearted
participation of the administrations of the twelve Member States.

(I I) The definition of common technical specifications for any system
to be put In place calls for a feasibility study conducted at Community
level by the best possible Independent specialists.
(Ill) The purchasa of equipment and the training of personnel In the
operation of the system should, for reasons of efficiency and economies
of sea Ie, be done on a common bas Is and wl thIn t lmesca les compatible
with simultaneous operation In the twelve Member States.
(lv) The financing of equipment and training may present difficulties
for certain Member States.
(v) The system wi II require the twelve administrations to be at an
equivalent level of efficiency, at least for those applications which
are vital to completion of the internal market (Indirect taxation,
fraud prevention, etc.).
(vi) The system should be able to be developed to allow for technical
updating, new compatible versions of software, etc.
(vi I) It should be possible to perfect the system in terms of
performance and efficiency (taking into account particularly the
results of research work under the programme on EDT systems and even
RACE and ESPRIT). Such developments should wherever possible be
Introduced simultaneously in all twelve Member States and within the
Community Institutions.
The setting-up of a reliable and efficient Community system hinges on
the ability of the Member States to overcome together the difficulties
mentioned.
It cou Id be envisaged to create a structure common to the
administrations concerned in a particular domain, to offer to Its
members the services which they wll I require at a Community scale.

